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Rejecting mergers won't financially ruin councils, expert says
Nicole Hasham 
Published: December 9, 2014 - 3:17PM 

Sydney councils that reject a state government push for voluntary mergers would not be financially ruined and 
the fiscal argument has wrongly dominated public debate, the state's leading council expert says.

The comments by Professor Graham Sansom, who headed the NSW government's independent shake-up of the 
council sector, followed a new report suggesting the public has been misled over the financial benefits to Sydney 
councils that choose to amalgamate.

The NSW government has offered councils more than $250 million in incentives to merge. Local Government 
Minister Paul Toole says the sector is losing $1 million a day and "if local government is going to have a 
sustainable future, change is needed."

The government has not conducted a cost-benefit analysis to support the reform and has not ruled out forced 
mergers if councils decline the incentive offer.

An analysis by Mosman mayor and economist Peter Abelson, and University of NSW economics expert 
Roselyne Joyeux, said equating a council's financial sustainability with its size was "baseless and incorrect".

Cr Abelson said financial capacity was largely determined by the income of a council's residents, and their 
willingness to pay for higher rates and services such as parking and sports fields.

The report noted that fewer than 20 per cent of Sydney councils had poor budget outlooks, and financial 
weakness was principally a "non-metropolitan problem".

It said the government had recently narrowed the sources of revenue that councils could include when 
calculating their financial positions, which made them appear worse off and was being used to "denigrate the 
financial capacity" of the sector.

Cr Abelson said present caps on council rates increases should be abolished.

He said councils could improve efficiency through outsourcing and sharing resources but need not become 
bigger.

"Once you move to large organisations you get unclear contracts, duplication [and] endless meetings," he said.

"You might economise in some areas but … the reality is people just don't work so hard in bigger 
organisations."

The government's expert panel said there was evidence that increased scale can bring efficiencies and cost 
savings to councils.

However Professor Sansom said amalgamation was not the answer in every case.

"Any one of the metropolitan councils in Sydney can be financially sustainable within their current boundaries. 
No ifs, buts or maybes," he said.

While the independent review said Sydney councils should merge to improve governance and strategic planning, 
Professor Sansom said there had been "too much" debate about the financial benefit of such a move.

A spokeswoman for Mr Toole said the independent review panel conducted "extensive" work to support the case 
for mergers. She said NSW councils are facing significant financial difficulties and "system-wide reform is 
required".
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She said increased "strategic capacity" would enable councils to improve their financial performance and "play a 
more active role in metropolitan and regional affairs".

This story was found at: http://www.smh.com.au/nsw/rejecting-mergers-wont-financially-ruin-councils-expert-says-20141208-
122ky7.html
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